In Canada, as in many other countries, there exists an organ procurement/donation crisis. This paper reviews some of the most common kidney procurement and allocation programmes, analyses them in terms of public and private administration, and argues that privately administered living donor models are an inequitable stopgap measure, the good intentions of which are misplaced and opportunistic. Focusing on how to improve the publicly administered equitable cadaveric donation programme, and at the same time offering one possible explanation for its current failure, it is suggested that the simple moral principle of “give and you shall receive”, already considered by some, be extended further. This would allow for those who are willing to sign up to be a public cadaveric donor be given a priority for receiving an organ donation should they ever require it. It is argued that this priority may provide the motivation to give that is so far lacking in Canada. This model is called the Public Cadaveric Organ Donation Program.

Much has been written about kidney procurement and allocation programmes and the increasing gap between the availability of kidneys for transplant and the need for them. Addition in to the good news that there has been a “gradual increase in the donor rate”, data also show that “donor programs are maximizing the number of organs retrieved and transplanted from cadaveric donors.”

However, despite that good news, in Canada the rate of transplants has not kept pace with the growing transplant waiting list, with kidney transplants representing nearly 80% of all patients on the Canadian transplant waiting list. Consequently a national coordinated and comprehensive strategy was proposed by Health Canada to overcome the poor donation rate. However as of spring 2003 this strategy still has not been implemented. In 2000, Ontario acknowledged the crisis and, acting alone, introduced new legislation establishing a new governmental agency, with the goal of doubling organ transplants in five years. The Ontario government hopes to do this by “maximizing donor opportunities, in order to increase the number of donors for organ and tissue donation.”

In British Columbia, the average wait for an adult cadaveric kidney transplant in 2001 was 50.1 months, up from an average wait of 28 months in 1997. Cecka notes, “until cadaveric kidney donation rates increase, living unrelated kidney donation represents an important alternative to dialysis.” As a result of the growing crisis in the shortage of organs for donation, new donor models have been developed in an attempt to expand the donor pool. In Ontario the percentage transplants from living donors has steadily and dramatically risen from 19% in 1990 to 76% in 1999. Additionally, Toronto General Hospital in Ontario is “currently expanding the living donor transplant program.” However, the expansion of the donor pool is the result of many factors that include medical advances along with pragmatism, both of which are underpinned by a sense of extreme urgency. When combined, these factors are forcing an ad hoc policy that is lacking foresight. Thus it is time for an evaluation of where we are at this point in organ donation policy, and ask the question: is this where we want to go?

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DONOR MODELS

Many models have been developed to collect and allocate available kidneys for transplant. I shall argue that they can be divided into private and public models. Traditionally the distinction between private and public programmes is based on the premise of which party pays for the service. If the government pays for the service then it is a public programme, whereas if the individual pays for the service it is considered private. With regards to kidney transplants, the cadaveric waiting list is a public service as the government fully insures its costs. In the cadaveric donation and living donation programmes the cost of the transplant medical services will be covered for both the donor and the recipient. The living donor programme is a somewhat more complex than the cadaveric programme however. For example, on occasion the recipient has a living donor who lives in another country; the cost of that person’s travel to Canada and all related expenses will not be covered. In addition to air travel, these expenses may include loss of earnings, meals, and accommodation—not to mention possible associated health risks. Beyond these large financial costs, there is also a requirement for social capital: there has to be someone who is willing to be a donor. As a result, Canada has both a public cadaveric donor programme that is fully insured requiring no private funds and a living donor programme which may or may not require private financial resources and will definitely require private social resources.

In Canada there is currently only one kind of fully public programme: the Cadaveric Donation (CD) programme. In this model the kidney from someone who has passed away, and is not related or known to the recipient, is transplanted into a living recipient. In Canada, this is a provincially run programme, where donors must opt in or give consent to be a cadaveric donor. If they are willing to donate their organs upon death, typically this information is placed on their driver’s license or healthcare card. If they do not opt in, or do not give consent, it is then understood that they do not wish to donate their organs. However, final consent goes to the family if they are involved.

When one has no social capital one cannot receive a living donor transplant. If you have the social capital but do not have financial resources, you may also not receive a living transplant. In both situations the service will be considered private. With regards to kidney transplants, the distinction between private and public programmes is based on the premise of which party pays for the service. If the government pays for the service then it is a public programme, whereas if the individual pays for the service it is considered private. With regards to kidney transplants, the cadaveric waiting list is a public service as the government fully insures its costs. In the cadaveric donation and living donation programmes the cost of the transplant medical services will be covered for both the donor and the recipient. The living donor programme is a somewhat more complex than the cadaveric programme however. For example, on occasion the recipient has a living donor who lives in another country; the cost of that person’s travel to Canada and all related expenses will not be covered. In addition to air travel, these expenses may include loss of earnings, meals, and accommodation—not to mention possible associated health risks. Beyond these large financial costs, there is also a requirement for social capital: there has to be someone who is willing to be a donor. As a result, Canada has both a public cadaveric donor programme that is fully insured requiring no private funds and a living donor programme which may or may not require private financial resources and will definitely require private social resources.

In Canada there is currently only one kind of fully public programme: the Cadaveric Donation (CD) programme. In this model the kidney from someone who has passed away, and is not related or known to the recipient, is transplanted into a living recipient. In Canada, this is a provincially run programme, where donors must opt in or give consent to be a cadaveric donor. If they are willing to donate their organs upon death, typically this information is placed on their driver’s license or healthcare card. If they do not opt in, or do not give consent, it is then understood that they do not wish to donate their organs. However, final consent goes to the family if they are involved.

When one has no social capital one cannot receive a living donor transplant. If you have the social capital but do not have financial resources, you may also not receive a living transplant. In both situations the service will be considered private. With regards to kidney transplants, the distinction between private and public programmes is based on the premise of which party pays for the service. If the government pays for the service then it is a public programme, whereas if the individual pays for the service it is considered private. With regards to kidney transplants, the cadaveric waiting list is a public service as the government fully insures its costs. In the cadaveric donation and living donation programmes the cost of the transplant medical services will be covered for both the donor and the recipient. The living donor programme is a somewhat more complex than the cadaveric programme however. For example, on occasion the recipient has a living donor who lives in another country; the cost of that person’s travel to Canada and all related expenses will not be covered. In addition to air travel, these expenses may include loss of earnings, meals, and accommodation—not to mention possible associated health risks. Beyond these large financial costs, there is also a requirement for social capital: there has to be someone who is willing to be a donor. As a result, Canada has both a public cadaveric donor programme that is fully insured requiring no private funds and a living donor programme which may or may not require private financial resources and will definitely require private social resources.

Abbreviations: CD programme, Cadaveric Donation programme; LRD, living related donor; LUD, living unrelated donor; NDD, non-directed donation; PCODP, Public Cadaveric Organ Donation Program; PE, paired exchange.
donor transplant. In this way living private models are not available to the general public unless they have the social and financial resources. Consequently, it is societies most vulnerable, those who are socially isolated and have limited financial means, who will most likely not receive a living donation.

In the living related donor (LRD) model, the kidney of the living biological relative of the recipient is transplanted from the donor, with the negotiation being made between them. In the living unrelated donor (LUD) model, the possible private donor pool is extended beyond the LRD, to include people such as spouses, close friends, and people who are “emotionally related” to the recipient. Like the LRD model, once again the agreement is negotiated privately between the donor and the recipient. Paired exchange (PE) is also private in nature and is essentially an extension of the LUD model, although its private nature may be extended to include the hospital or possibly others who help find a medical match. Here a person who requires a kidney, and has someone who is willing to donate (whether they are an LRD or LUD) but is not a medical match, is paired with another person who also has a donor who is not a match. The two donor recipient pairs then undergo a simultaneous transplant.

Another interesting model is the non-directed donation (NDD). This model appears to straddle the private and public divide by having the regional transplant centre offer itself as an intermediary between the donor and recipient. In NDD someone has contacted the transplant unit and offers to donate a kidney to anyone who needs it. In this way, it appears public because the donor and recipient do not initially know each other, although the hospital can make provisions for them to meet later, if they both request it. However, NDD is not public in the sense that the donor has chosen to donate to a certain hospital. Further, the transplant centre does not make the resource available to the general public, but instead maintain the resources as private, for its own patients.

PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE

Limitations of the donation models

In Canada, the CD programme’s current pool of donors is not large enough to meet growing demands: not enough people are signing up for it. Consequently, as a public programme, it is failing the public. LRD, LUD, and PE, are alternative models developed to address the waiting list problem of the CD programme. With these models the problem of donor shortage is not addressed on a societal or public level, but is instead being shifted to the individual. That is, if a person has availability of resources on a personal or private level—whether they have financial or social resources—they will be transplanted sooner. If not they are placed onto the CD programme list, with a waiting time substantially longer than NDD, LRD, LUD, and PE.

As a result, these private models appear to have created an inequitable two tier system—one for those who have social and financial capital, and one for those who do not. Moreover, those who have access to the private programmes also have access to the public programmes: if they cannot locate private resources they can always return to public resources. Now, it may be said that those who leave the public list to pursue private donation programmes will increase the resources for those who are on the public programme. This may or may not be true, but if they return the list then grows. This may cause a fluctuation in waiting times, and deprive those on the list from a predictable wait, thereby increasing the anxiety already experienced by being on the waiting list. However, it is the ability to move between the private and public models which is not equal: the choice

to move between the two is a privilege of those who have the resources.

The NDD model is interesting because prima facie it seems to have established a way for a small “public” style, or local programme to be based on an equitable model of distribution. They have tried to establish equity by ruling out donations that are targeted to a particular race or sex, which would appear closer to a private negotiation. It does however differ from the other public programme (CD) in that the donor is living, and that it is not a large-scale public programme. Therein lies the problem. Without being a public programme it has retained elements of selectivity and privacy—that is, the donor may specifically select whom or which kind of person receives the donation, by privately selecting which hospital or region to donate to. This is problematic because hospitals may—and quite often do—serve specific socioeconomic, ethnic, and religions populations. Thus donors are still able to choose, to some extent, a target population that is represented by a certain hospital or region. In this way the NDD programme is vulnerable to charges of selection on a macro level. While attempting to rebuff attempts of donor direction, by employing the criteria of non-directed donation, they still must accept that their hospital has been selected by the donor, thereby placing their model closer to the realm of a private rather than public programme.

Consequently all of these models (LRD, LUD, PE, and NDD) have elements of private donor selection. The exception lies with the CD programme, which is the best attempt at a non-directed, public (and therefore equitable) donor programme. Moreover, as public administration is a principle of the Canada Health (1984), models other than the CD programme appear to have run roughshod over the spirit if not the legalities of the act.

Reinvigorating the CD programme

There is no doubt that there is room for improvement within the CD programme for it to become more efficient with resources. Yet the resolution of the problem will take more than this for, as Hoffenberg states, “the solution lies in increasing the supply”. I would like to argue that the central problem lies outside of the realm of efficiencies and comes down to the plain fact that not enough people are signing up to donate their kidneys after death. Why is this so?

One simple reason I suggest is that people do not see the benefit for themselves in consenting to be a cadaveric donor. That is they receive nothing, or at least not enough, out of such an act. In recognition of this problem, the USA based Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network and the United Network for Organ Sharing has recently endorsed US legislation, which would study incentives for donation. Among the recommendations are a “medal of honour” and reimbursement for the donors’ funerals. Adding weight to the idea of incentives, which still remain solidly symbolic and not financially centred, Delmonico et al have also recognised the limits of altruism and voluntarism. In doing so they have endorsed incentive based ideas such as (1) the medal of honour, (2) reimbursement for donor’s funeral expenses, (3) paired exchanges, (4) medical leave for donation, (5) donor insurance, and (6) ensuring access to organs for previous donors.

The proposal of these incentives is helpful as long are they are considered as ways to protect and improve the existing public programme—CD.

A benefit of giving is receiving

Perhaps the most interesting incentive offered by Delmonico et al (6) ensuring access to organs for previous donors. Within the traditional system of allocating points for prioritising donors,
they suggest, “the need for a transplant in a previous kidney donor should constitute the highest priority in the allocation of organs”.

They are suggesting an important moral concept: prioritising transplants to those who have already donated. They seem to be saying that if you are willing to give, then you shall receive, and because of your ability to give, your future potential need shall be given the highest priority. I would like to extend this idea to the general CD programme, but before doing so it is interesting to note that elements of the PE model have also incorporated the idea of *if you give you shall receive*. That is by giving your kidney to someone else other than your initial intended recipient: if your kidney is not a medical match to your intended initial recipient, your initial intended recipient shall receive a donation from someone else who is a medical match for them. Simplified, it can be stated as this: if you give, your loved one will receive, and by extension so shall you.

Why not say that those who are willing to give and sign up for kidney donation upon their death will receive the benefit of having a priority to receive a kidney transplant if they require one during their lifetime? Acknowledging the limits of altruism and volunteerism, this idea recognises the self motivated desire for giving. Indeed it also offers one explanation for the failure of the CD programme and the rise of other programmes where the benefit is more immediately tangible, as in such cases where people who donate see the recovery of their own loved ones. But the only thing which may be more important than seeing one’s loved ones recover, I am suggesting, is knowing that one’s gift may actually benefit oneself—by prolonging one’s own life. In this way giving, and the receiving of benefits which come from it, can be seen as a self-interested interaction that promotes both one’s own wellbeing and that of others.

It seems plausible that many people would immediately see the benefit of signing an organ donation card, knowing that they would receive the benefit of a transplant priority for doing so. Of course, that this personal health benefit would also help others in need would be a factor that in itself may be reason enough for some to donate; for those for whom it would not be enough, the benefit would be a compelling reason to donate to the CD programme. What of those who did not sign up? Would we have to say that their gamble failed? I do not believe so. Those people who failed to sign up and subsequently found themselves in need of a transplant would still be placed on the waiting list but would be ranked below those who had signed up. However this would not preclude them from accessing the private models available.

More importantly, if people were willing to donate but unable to do so for medical reasons or other reasons beyond their control it would not be held against them.

The main principle here is that if you are willing to donate, you will receive priority for transplantation if you should require it. This model is based on the argument that while people are healthy, donation is not appealing—which may offer another reason for the lack of increase in general rates of organ donation. If this model was publicised, people who were not willing to donate to traditional CD programmes may reconsider when they realise that they will not receive preferential treatment.

As a result, it is hypothesised that by increasing the motivation for donation, by connecting the impersonal and distant policy to the personal lives of the public, eventually this policy would increase the pool of donors. One of the impacts of such a policy would be for the general public to realise that they will receive benefit from donation to such an extent that incentives would no longer be required.

Kleinman and Lowy presented support for a model similar to this.27 Noting the problematic situation with organ donation back in 1989, they called for a model where adults who were willing to donate would have “priority for receiving organs generated by the program that might be needed at a future date”.

More recently, Gubernatis and Kliemt’s “Solidarity Model” has also considered the idea of offering a priority to those willing to donate, or those who have already donated, as a way to cope with the rationing problem currently faced in organ transplantation.28 They suggest that the existing medical criteria for the allocation algorithm would remain the same, but willingness to donate or previous donation should be an additional factor.

**THE PROBLEM WITH PRESUMED CONSENT**

Any discussion of this topic cannot proceed without considering the issue of presumed consent. Presumed consent is the model where people are presumed to have given consent for donation unless they have declared otherwise. This places the onus on the individual to make his or her organ donation wishes known—otherwise it is presumed that their wish is to be a donor. Austria, Belgium, and Spain have adopted this policy, which has been associated with increases in the number of cadaveric organ donors.39 Erin and Harris have shown clearly that presumed consent is an affront to informed consent, appropriately labelling it a “fiction”. Others have argued that presumed consent collides with the principle of autonomy.40

Moustarah has argued for the adoption of presumed consent in Canada.41 However, in doing so he acknowledged that it would be a “radical change in policy”. That this policy has not been adopted as of 2003, suggests that presumed consent, six years later, is still a radical policy that Canadians are not yet ready to embrace. Currently, in Ontario, families of potential donors are approached for final consent, no matter what the potential donor has indicated.42

The Public Cadaveric Organ Donation Program (PCODP) overcomes the ethical problems associated with presumed consent by not being presumptuous about people’s wishes. In practice, this means not doing anything unless it is explicitly indicated. Thus family members would not be able to have their wishes override those of the deceased. In doing so the important principles of autonomy and the related concept of consent are retained. Respecting this, in the PCODP people are persuaded that in order to receive a personal health benefit they will have to *choose* to consent to donation upon their death.

**CONCLUSION**

With the introduction of PE, transplant centres are starting to accept the idea that receiving a health benefit from a donation is acceptable. Others have also argued for increased incentive to donate.43 Kleinman and Lowy, and Gubernatis and Kliemt have both argued that those who are willing to donate should receive a priority benefit if/when a transplant becomes necessary.

The argument offered here is that the privately administered models of LRD, LUD, PE, and NDD are unjust, and that these models are undermining the public CD programme. Consequently the cadaveric donation programme should be rebuilt. This rebuilt programme would be called the Publicly Administered Cadaveric Donation Model.

By building on the concept of ethically acceptable, non-financially based incentives to donate, and the equitable nature of a public programme like CD, I have argued for the application of the moral principle “if you give (organs) you shall receive (organs)” within the framework/algorithm of the existing publicly administered CD programme. If adopted, the PCODP could reinvigorate the existing CD programme, and may overcome public apathy towards it by
finally giving the general public a compelling reason to donate. This proposal would of course be a solution aimed at the long term and would take time to research, develop, and implement.
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